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          Your War Memorial 
 

The obvious place to start your research is with the war memorial 
itself. After the First World War almost every community in the 
country erected a war memorial. They varied from a simple plaque 
in the church or familiar cross on the green to elaborate 
monuments like Lutyens’ arch in Leicester or even a War Memorial 
Hospital .The motives which inspired these memorials are now in 
themselves an important area of study. 
 
 
Small communities sometimes included not 
only the names of the fallen but also details of 
their Regiment (and most usefully battalion) or 
ship and date of death. In such cases the 
researcher’s task is much easier. In larger 
towns, the sheer number of names meant that 
no indication of Regiment or even the service 
was given. 
 
Records kept by those compiling the names for the memorial 
seldom survive but when they do, afford an interesting insight in to 
the thought processes behind the selection process. The decision 
as to where a name was recorded seems to have been fairly 
arbitrary. At Croft, the war memorial was erected by the Croft Ex- 
Servicemen’s Association [later the British Legion] in 1921, and 
only handed over to the Parish Council in 1928. A contemporary 
manuscript list of names of all in the village who had served in the 
Forces during the First World War is held at the Record Office. It is 
far longer than the roll of honour which was eventually put up in 
the local chapel. One man who died, although born in Croft, was 
subsequently excluded from all the memorials because he had 
moved to Huncote. Many of the names were confused. For 
instance, the man who appears as Wallis Wilson on the roll of 
honour, was correctly Arthur Wallis Wilson and appears in official 
records under the latter name, although sometimes as ‘Wallace’. 
Such errors can cause a lot of confusion. 
 
In some communities, the decision was made to record the names 
not simply of the war dead but of all who had served in the forces 
during the war in a ‘roll of honour’. At Croft, the roll of honour which 
helpfully also indicated whether a man was wounded or a prisoner 
of war, has since been lost, and the only evidence left is a small 
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photograph of the roll which was deposited at the Record Office 
some years ago.  Those who enjoy their research may wish to 
extend their work to include all those who served! 
 
It is the aim of this project to record details of all the war memorials 
in a parish. This should include not only the main war memorial but 
also any memorials located in chapels, schools or factories. Local 
knowledge will play a vital role in locating some of the lesser 
known memorials. 
 

• Between 1998 and 2000 a project was carried out by the 
Public Monument and Sculpture Association  to collect notes 
and photographs relating to all monuments and sculptures in 
Leicestershire and Rutland. As part of this, surveys of most 
parish war memorials were carried out, although names on 
the memorial were not necessarily recorded. The working 
files for each parish surveyed, are held at the Record Office 
under the reference DE6427. Many of the files contain 
extracts from contemporary newspapers which record the 
unveiling ceremony and in some cases details of fund raising 
activities. These files are a useful starting point for anyone 
researching their local memorial. 

• Details relating to the erection and maintenance of the First 
and Second World War Memorials are likely to be found by 
searching through the relevant parish council minutes. In 
many cases these are now held at the Record Office. 

• Local newspapers, available at the Record Office on 
microfilm, may well contain reports about the dedication of a 
war memorial and the artists who carried out the work. 

• In a few cases, papers relating to the design and erection of 
a war memorial have been deposited at the Record Office. It 
is worth checking to see if anything has been deposited for 
your parish. 

• Parish church archives held at the Record Office may 
contain faculties for any memorials erected inside the 
church. 

• Details of monuments erected post-1945 may be more 
difficult to locate but local newspapers are the most helpful 
source. An index of local newspapers, begun c1980, is 
available at the Record Office. 
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The Names on the Memorial 
 
 
When researching the names of the dead on the War Memorial, 
the first step should be to locate details of the individual amongst 
the records of the Commonwealth War Graves Commission. 
These are available online at www.cwgc.org and include burials of 
casualties at home and abroad for both World Wars as well as 
some other twentieth century conflicts. The database is searchable 
by name and records for each casualty, details of name, initials, 
nationality, rank, regiment, unit, date of death, service number and 
the cemetery or memorial where he/she is recorded. It is possible 
to print off a commemorative certificate with a colour photograph of 
the appropriate cemetery or memorial.  
 
Advice for visitors to the cemetery, including information about its 

location  and historical 
background as well as any 
grave references, are also 
useful to keep with the 
record of the casualty and 
can be downloaded from 
the same website.  
 
The greatest problem in 
finding the correct record 

for an individual can be the large number of servicemen with the 
same name and initials. This is where a knowledge of the 
Regiment and particularly in the case of other ranks, the service 
number, can make life a lot easier. A date of death can also 
narrow down the search. In some cases, the inscription on a 
gravestone such as ‘ … the beloved son of x and y of Coalville, 
Leicestershire’ can help with identifying the correct man. However, 
many entries – particularly for those who have no known grave 
and appear only on memorials- offer no such help. 
 
In cases of difficulty, it can help to consult a database known as 
‘Soldiers who Died in the Great War’.  This is available online 
through the Family History website www.ancestry.co.uk [free if 
accessed through Leicestershire Libraries or the Record Office] 
and also in CD format at the Record Office. This database was 
originally compiled by HMSO in 1921 and represented an 

Thiepval Memorial, France 
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alphabetical list of casualties by battalion for each Regiment.  
Although this duplicates much of the information available at the 
Commonwealth War Graves Commission, it also gives the 
soldier’s place of enlistment and birthplace. As both these fields 
are searchable, it is possible to produce a list of all casualties born 
in a certain parish. In this way it was possible to find three men 
born in the parish of Croft who were absent from any local 
memorial because their families had subsequently moved.  
 
A similar database for the Second World War entitled Army Roll of 
Honour 1939-1945 is available at the Record Office in CD format. 
This is less helpful because it only gives the county as the 
birthplace and place of residence. In both databases, beware of 
potential misspellings of names. In the case of Lance Corporal 
Reginald Collis, he appeared in the Army Roll under the name 
Cullis. Again, details of Regiment and date of death will help to 
clarify such confusion. 
 
A Roll of Honour for the men of Leicester and Leicestershire who 
died on or as a result of active service in the First World War is 
held at the Record Office. The Roll lists men who served in the 
Royal Navy by ship, Royal Marines and then the Leicestershire 
Regiment by battalion, followed by other Leicestershire units and 
other regiments and corps of the British and other armies. Details 
include names, number and rank, date of death (including whether’ 
killed in action’ or ‘died of wounds’) and the theatre of war. There 
are of course many omissions and the lack of an overall index can 
make it difficult to find a name without knowing the Regiment or 
ship. 
 
Also available is a Roll of Honour for the Leicestershire Regiment 
which lists names and date of death for soldiers who died in the 
Sudan, 1924, Palestine, 1938-1939;the Second World War, 1939-
1945[ arranged by theatre of war]; Korea, 1951-1952 and Cyprus, 
1956-1958. 
 
In addition, a Civilian Roll of Honour for the Second War, lists all 
civilians in the City and County of Leicester who died as a result of 
enemy action. 
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Newspaper Sources 
 
 
Whilst it is the primary aim of this project to create a county- wide 
database containing details of all persons named on war 
memorials, a secondary objective is to find out as much as 
possible about each of the casualties. Further details and if you 
are lucky, a photograph, may have been published in a 
contemporary newspaper. Copies of local newspapers for the First 
and Second World War are available on microfilm at the Record 
Office. As there is no index, searching can be a lengthy process. 
 
At the beginning of the First World War and until early 1917, it was 
the practice of The Illustrated Leicester Chronicle to publish 
regular rolls of honour which 
showed a photograph of recent 
casualties and brief details, 
presumably submitted by the family. 
Although it is advisable to search 
from the date of death onwards, in 
most cases, death seems to have 
been reported at least a month after 
the event and sometimes far later. 
When part of the Leicestershire 
Regiment was involved in a 
particular battle, there is often 
extensive coverage and long lists of 
casualties amongst ‘The Leicesters’. 
Details of some casualties were of 
course never published by relatives.  
 
From 1917, it is wiser to rely on the 
briefer rolls of honour which appear 
in The Leicester Mercury.   
Sometimes more intimate details 
and memorial notices appeared in 
papers published in  a specific area of the county, such as The 
Hinckley Times,  Market Harborough Advertiser and Coalville 
Times . Check at the Record Office for the appropriate paper for 
your local community. Copies may also be available at your local 
library. 
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In the case of the Second World War, it is harder to find details of 
casualties and the far flung nature of the war seems to have meant 
that news was reported more slowly. Not surprisingly, news of 
casualties amongst prisoners of war in the Far East seems to have 
reached families only towards the end of the war. Again, a search 
of The Leicester Mercury and appropriate local paper is most likely 
to yield results.  
 
If you decide to extend your research to include members of the 
community who survived the war, a rich harvest of material relating 
to reports of the wounded, gallantry awards and  repatriated 
prisoners of war is to be found in the pages of contemporary 
newspapers. All will contribute to a much fuller account of the 
wartime experiences of servicemen and women 
from your community.  
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Sources at the Record Office 
                                    
 
The First World War 
 
Included amongst the records of the Leicestershire Regiment held 
at the Record Office, are the war diaries of most of the battalions 
[ref 22D63/130-145] with much associated material such as trench 
maps, brigade and divisional orders and training instructions, 
1914- 1919 . 
 
The war diary was a daily record of operations, intelligence reports 
and other events kept by a junior officer for each battalion. Usually 
one copy was sent to the War Office and the other copy kept by 
the Regiment. If a casualty was serving in the Leicestershire 
Regiment, it can be useful to discover the background to a 
soldier’s death. Sadly, although Officers are often named, names 
of private soldiers are seldom included. Single casualties from 
sniping or shells are often just reduced to tables of statistics for 
daily losses amongst ‘other ranks’.  When, however, the battalion 
is involved in a major offensive, the hour by hour reports of troop 
movements can afford a very graphic and moving insight in to the 
circumstances of a soldier’s death. 
 
If you wish to carry out the 
same research for soldiers from 
other Regiments, it will be 
necessary to visit The National 
Archives in London where the 
War Office copies are stored 
[under the reference WO95] or 
locate the Regimental copy. In 
many cases these will be held 
by the Regimental Museum 
rather that the Record Office. 
 
Other sources available at the 
Record Office include complete 
rolls for the 1st and 2nd 
Battalions of the Leicestershire 
Regiment in 1914 [ref 22D63/150]. There are also some interesting 
survivals amongst private papers such as a complete roll by 

 War Diary Sep 1916 
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company of the 2/5th Battalion amongst the papers of Colonel E 
Clive Atkins, which includes notes on the subsequent fate of 
individuals [ ref DE6007/326]. 
 
If you decide to extend your research to those who served in the 
Forces and survived, a useful list of Prisoners of War from 
Leicestershire and Rutland is to be found amongst the papers of 
the Leicestershire and Rutland Prisoner of War Committee [ref 
DE633/84]. This list provides the names, Regiments, numbers and 
home addresses of many of the soldiers receiving parcels from the 
Committee. In this way it is possible to find details of ‘local pals’ 
who joined up together and suffered the same fate. However, as 
some of the regiments refused to work with the Committee, it is not 
a complete list of prisoners. 

 
 
Second World War 
 
Predictably, there are fewer sources available at the Record Office 
for the Second World War. However, odd survivals can shed some 
light on the experience of an individual. A photocopy of a roll of the 
Officers and men of the 1st Battalion of the Leicestershire 
Regiment who were captured in Singapore [ref P143], is a 
particularly poignant record of the fate of many prisoners forced to 
work on the Burma-Thailand Railway 1942-1944. There are many 
other documents relating to the Second World War amongst the 
records of the Leicestershire Regiment and details of Record 
Office holdings can be viewed at www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/a2a    
 
Post 1945 Conflicts 
 
A major aim of this project is to collect names of all casualties who 
have died serving their country since 1945, whose names do not 
appear on any memorial. In this, local knowledge will play a vital 
role. Again, there is little at the Record Office to help, apart from 

Prisoners of war,1918 
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local newspapers. On the open shelves in the searchroom, there is 
a memorial book for men of the Royal Leicestershire Regiment 
who died in Korea 1951-1952 and Cyprus, 1956-1958 but this 
gives only details of name, number and date of death. More detail 
concerning casualties in the Korean War may be found in the ‘In 
Memoriam Book’ published by the British Legion, also available at 
the Record Office.  
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Extracts from a nominal roll of the 1st 
Battalion of the Leicestershire Regiment, 
captured in Singapore, 1942 
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Internet Sources 
 
First World War 

 
The National Archives in 
Kew holds a large variety 
of records relating to 
servicemen in the First 
World War. Many of its 
records are now available 
online and it is worth 
checking the online 
catalogue before planning a visit [www.nationalarchives.gov.uk]. 
As previously stated, copies of Regimental war diaries  are held 
there under the reference WO95 but few are as yet available 
online. 
 
The vast majority of the seven million or so who served in the 
Forces during the First World War, served in the British Army.  
Service papers for some of these soldiers are available online 
through the www.ancestry.co.uk website [free if accessed through 
Leicestershire Libraries or at the Record Office] under British Army 
WW1 Service records 1914-1920 [WO363] and Pension records 
1914-1920 [WO364]. The records are not complete because about 
sixty percent of the collection was destroyed during the Blitz. The 
service records relate generally to those who were killed in action 
or died of wounds without being awarded a pension. All records in 
this series up to the letter ‘N’ are now available online and the 
remainder are due to be uploaded in 2009.The surviving ‘pension 
records’ had [luckily] been removed for consultation by the Ministry 
of Pensions and so escaped destruction. These relate to men who 
received pensions in respect of wounds or illness contracted 
during military service and are now all available online. Both series 
need to be searched when looking for a soldier.  A full set of 
service papers will include an attestation record with details of 
physical description and next of kin and a full account of military 
service including promotions, postings and medical history. In the 
case of Private Arthur Milne of Croft who died on the Somme, 
there is also in addition to the above papers, the letter to his next 
of kin which accompanied his surviving personal belongings – one 
identity disc.  
 

Part of the service 
records for Private 
Arthur Milne 
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The service records for most British Army Officers are available at 
the National Archives, although not online. [Those for the Royal 
Army Medical Corps are unfortunately missing.] Files for 140,000 
officers who resigned their commission before 1921 are available 
under the reference WO339 but have been ‘weeded’ so contain 
mostly records concerning claims for pensions and allowances. 
The service records of almost 78,000 Territorial Army Officers 
including those holding a temporary commission are available 
under WO374 and have again been ‘weeded’ in a similar fashion. 
 
Finding records of service for Naval men is more difficult. 
Registers of seamen’s service [ADM139 and ADM188], 1853-1923 
are held at the National Archives and are available online 
[www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline] but there is a fee 
of £3.50 payable for each image. The 60,000 records reveal a 
description and background of each sailor, with details of 
character, ability, medical history and ships. Similarly, service 
records for warrant officers who joined the Navy up to 1931 and 
commissioned officers who joined up to 1917 [ADM 196] have 
been digitised and are available through the same website. 
Recently 40,000 service records of Royal Naval Volunteers from 
ADM337 have also been made available online. 
 
Service records for RAF Officers, 1918-1922 [AIR76] and RAF 
other ranks, 1918-1924 [AIR79] are held at the National Archives 
and can be consulted in the Open Reading Room there but are not 
available online. 
 
Every serviceman was entitled to at least two medals – the British 
War and Victory medals – and their names should appear on the 
World War One Medal Index Cards held at the National Archives. 
These are now available online at 
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/documentsonline/medals  but as 
there is a search fee of £2 per card, it is best to access the 
database via www.ancestry.co.uk  at  Leicestershire Libraries or 
the Record Office where there is no charge. The usual difficulties 
will be encountered in identifying the correct person- particularly 
when the surname is a popular one- but each card will record a  
recipient’s name, rank, number and unit with qualifying dates and 
entitlement for medals. There may be a note in the case of fallen 
soldiers that the parents or relatives have applied for the medals 
posthumously.     
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In the case of  a serviceman who has earned a gallantry award 
such as the Distinguished Conduct Medal or the ‘Croix de Guerre’ 
bestowed by the French Republic or Belgium, details will have 
been published initially in the London Gazette and subsequently in 
the local press. The London Gazette  is searchable online and free 
of charge at www.gazettes-online.co.uk  . Remember to be flexible 
in your search and spelling. A serviceman may appear with his full 
name or his initials. Private Sydney Bolesworth of Hinckley [7832 
1st Batallion, Leicestershire Regiment] had details of his DCM 
published on 14th Jan. 1916 and his ‘Croix de Guerre’ on 24th 
Feb.1916 by which time he was in the 3rd Batallion. Full details of 
his actions in winning the DCM were published in the Gazette for 
10 Mar.1916.  

 
 
Second World War and Post 1945 Conflicts 
 
Although there is far less material available for the Second World 
War and later conflicts, it is worth checking The British Legion’s 
website at www.roll-of-honour.com  This contains databases for 
several conflicts. Most can be searched only by name and 
Regiment but in some cases as in the Palestine conflict, it is 
possible to search the complete alphabetical list of 873 casualties. 
It may be possible to identify local casualties when family details 
include the names of parents in Leicestershire as in the case of 
Joseph Ainsworth of Wigston. Only in exceptional cases like the 
database for the 1982 Falklands War, can the database be 
searched by place of residence. 

 
 

Medal card for Lieutenant 
Garth Taylor of Smeeton 
Westerby 
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Biographical Research 
 

 
Historians are showing increasing interest in the biographical 
background of men – and women - who died on active service. In 
many cases, local contacts within the community will be the most 
valuable source for photographs and memorabilia. Surviving family 
may retain records and be able to contribute valuable information 
for each casualty’s record.  
 
Sometimes records can emerge from surprising sources. The bell 
tower at Croft Parish Church contains two memorial cards which 
record the muffled peels rung in honour of two local lads, both 
former choirboys and bell ringers, who died at the end of the 
Second World War. Each bears a photograph of the fallen.  
 

Such records can be 
supplemented with further 
biographical details 
researched at the Record 
Office. Census returns, held at 
the Record Office on 
microfilm, for 1901 and 1891 
[and even earlier!] can provide 
valuable information about the 
family background of the 
serviceman. In some cases it 
will be possible to see when a 
family migrated into the area, 
since census information 
includes year and place of 
birth. Details about occupation 
of the parents and siblings 
may put the life which you are 

researching into context. The 1911 census which is now available 
online [for a fee] at www.1911census.co.uk , offers yet more 
information concerning a soldier/sailor and his life within the 
community. 
 
Parish records like Baptism and Marriage Registers, held at the 
Record Office, will also be a useful source for details of marriages 
and children. In the case of Aubrey Girdler whose name appears 
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on the First World War memorial at Croft, it was at first difficult to 
understand why he was there. He was born in Brixton and enlisted 
in Clipstone, Notts.. Only the fact that he was a sapper with the 
199th Quarrying Company of the Royal Engineers seemed to 
suggest a link with Croft. In fact, an entry in the parish marriage 
register for 1909 shows that Girdler married a local girl and the 
baptism register for 1915 records the baptism of their only child. 
 
Another useful source to be found at the Record Office are Absent 
Voters Lists [ref CC/C/1] for the period 1918 to 1939. As the name 
suggests, these record the names of those in each parish, within 
each parliamentary division, who are qualified to vote but absent at 
the time of compiling the electoral register. As well as the name of 
the elector and address of the premises which qualifies them  for 
the vote, details of ‘Description of Service, Ship, Regiment, 
Number, Rank, Rating etc or recorded address’ can be a valuable 
source of information for servicemen.  
 
Towards the end of the Second World War on 31st January 1945, 
two electoral registers known as the Civilian Register and the 
Service Register were compiled for each Parliamentary Division. 
Since the Service Register contains only the qualifying address 
and an indication of whether the voter was a serviceman, sailor or 
war worker it is far less useful than the earlier registers. 
 
 

 
 
 
‘The Green Tiger’ the newsletter of the Leicestershire Regiment 
was published intermittently between1905 and 1914 and 1918 and 
1964 and is a useful source for activities of the Regiment, including 

Absent voters List for 
Cosby, 1918 
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news of promotions and sporting achievements, particularly in 
peacetime. There are also rolls of honour for the Second World 
War. A partial name index is available at the Record Office. 
 
There is too little space here to do justice to all the sources 
available at the Record Office. Above all, it is important to 
remember that the staff in the searchrooms are ready and willing 
to help and advise! 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A headstone in Croft 
cemetery records the 
death of Percy Cockerell 
on the Somme in 1916 
alongside details of his 
parents. His is amongst the 
72,000  names recorded 
on the Thiepval Memorial 
to the Missing on the 
Somme, in France. 
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Further Reading 
 
For fuller details of sources at the Record Office for 
Leicestershire, Leicester and Rutland, for men and women 
involved in the two World Wars see World War Ancestry. The 
Record Office’s User Guide No 1, by Robin Jenkins, which is 
due to be published in April 2009 and will be available for 
purchase.  

 
Several other useful guides are available for consultation at the         
Record Office including: 

 
• Army Records. A Guide for Family Historians, by William 

Spencer, published by The National Archives, 2008 
• First World War Army Service Records. A Guide for 

Family Historians, by William Spencer, published by The 
National Archives, 2008 

• Air Force Records. A Guide for Family Historians, by 
William Spencer, published by The National Archives, 2008 

 
Amongst others, the following are good examples of recent 
publications which have resulted from research in to the names 
on local war memorials: 
• Lost Lives. The War Dead of Countesthorpe, Kilby, 

Peatling Magna, Peatling Parva and Shearsby, 1914-1918 
and 1939-1945, by Henrietta Schultka, published 2007 

• Soldiers of Shepshed Remembered, 1914-1918, by 
Russel Fisher, published 2008 

• Wigston At War, by Pamela Ward, published 2003 
 

 
 
  

 

The grave of Sergeant Roy 
Saunders RAFVR, Bardon 
Hill Parish Church 


